How To Acquire Legal Copies of Video Programs: A Resource Information Packet $10.00 via check or purchase order
Video Resource Packet
Learning Resource Center
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

Molniya Satellite Communications Ltd.
Francis C. Lebeda
2514 White Eagle Trail, SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
(319) 366-1950
Russian television on video cassette (NTSC, VHS, Beta)

NCIES
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 (215) 243-6077
The National Committee for Internationalizing Education through Satellites (NCIES) is a nation-wide group of specialists in foreign languages and culture studies, educational development, instructional-media production, satellite broadcasting and communications law. NCIES has developed a learning system for international educational which utilizes live satellite broadcasting and intermediate telecommunications to teach foreign language and culture between a consortium of universities throughout the U.S., Canada, Latin America, and the Middle East. The committee believes that language is the key to culture, that language interaction informs cultural awareness and that cultural perception improves language teaching. The closest approximation of in-culture learning experience is two-way audio video interaction made possible by live satellite broadcasting.

PICS (Project for International Communication Studies)
James Pusack
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
(319) 353-8554 for information on experiment for dissemination of foreign television materials.
SCOLA (Satellite Communications for Learning Associated)
2500 California Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68178
(402) 280-4063
SCOLA has as its goal the distribution via satellite of news and other educational programs in many different languages.
toll free number 1-800-3323-4222, in Illinois call collect (312) 256-3200
TLC Guide is $25.00 yearly for nonmembers
"Serving the off-air videotaping needs of the educational community."
Administered by Films Incorporated. Guide gives notice of new programming and related issues to dubbing off-air programs.